Cell shape changes during transition of basal keratinocytes to mature enucleate-cornified envelopes: modulation of terminal differentiation by fibronectin.
Normal human keratinocytes (NHK) in submerged culture were used to assess mechanisms associated with in vitro exposure to known stimulators (sodium butyrate; NaB) and inhibitors (fibronectin; FN) of NHK maturation. A multiparameter approach was used to define cell types generated under a range of growth conditions. Differentiation induced in response to NaB occurred through a series of morphologically distinct phenotypes and culminated in the formation of enucleate-cornified envelopes. Two-dimensional electrophoresis provided a limited database to evaluate global changes in cellular protein composition as a function of induced differentiation. Proteins were identified that characterized predominantly basal cell cultures, NaB-treated cells, and fully differentiated NHKs. Growth of NHKs on FN suppressed both spontaneous and NaB-directed maturation and inhibited maximal expression of protein changes associated with the differentiated state. Thus, the composition of the extracellular matrix can modulate (at both the morphologic and protein levels) the response of basal NHKs to a potent differentiation-inducing agent. Abrogation of NHK maturation by FN was not due to adverse effects on cellular metabolism, abortive differentiation, or altered timing of induced differentiation. FN appears to exert its suppressive effect by either maintaining an early stem cell phenotype which is poorly competent for terminal maturation or attenuating an as yet unknown aspect of the NaB-initiated differentiation cascade.